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1: Last Enchantment by Stewart, Mary
Dark Enchantment (Book Club Edition Hardcover) [Harbaugh Karen] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. Hardcover edition of the author's continuation of the 1st novel in the cycle, Night Fires.

It is aimed at the beginning collector and does not include some of the more obscure variations. Identifying the
year of printing If the Nancy Drew book has a dust jacket, the list of titles on the jacket will reveal the year
that the book was printed. The copyright year for the last title on the list is the year the book was printed. For
instance, on the dust jacket front flap seen at the left, the last Nancy Drew book is The Bungalow Mystery,
which indicates that the book was printed in , the year of publication for The Bungalow Mystery. On the dust
jacket front flap seen at the right, the last Nancy Drew book is The Haunted Showboat, which indicates that
the book was printed in , the year of publication for The Haunted Showboat. When a dust jacket is not present,
find the last title listed inside the book on either a pre-text or a post-text list. If a list of titles is present on the
copyright page, it will not help because that list was not updated regularly. Click here for a list of Nancy Drew
titles and their publication dates. The books have blank endpapers, and four glossy internal illustrations. One
glossy illustration occurs before the title page, and the remaining three are scattered throughout the text of the
book. The dust jackets have white spines with no spine symbol. Dust jacket style for printed from to Nancy
Drew printed from to have blue covers with an orange silhouette in the center of the front cover. The books
have orange silhouette endpapers and four glossy internal illustrations. At left, book and endpapers style for
printed from to All of the books have orange silhouette endpapers. All of the books have orange silhouette
endpapers and a frontispiece illustration. All copies of have a plain paper frontispiece. None of these books
have any additional illustrations. The dust jackets have white spines with a blue spine symbol in the center of
the spine. Beginning in , the books were printed with very poor quality paper that has deeply yellowed or
turned brown. Dust jacket style for printed between and The books all have plain paper frontispiece
illustrations with no additional illustrations and are about 1 inch thick. Nancy Drew printed in late have a blue
cover with a blue silhouette in the center and have orange silhouette endpapers. These books also have plain
paper frontispiece illustrations with no additional illustrations. The books have poor quality paper. At left,
book and endpapers style for printed in Dust jacket design for 23, above Dust jacket design for , below
Above, book style for to Below, endpapers style for to Nancy Drew printed from to have the blue silhouette to
the right of center on the front cover. The books have blue silhouette endpapers and plain paper frontispiece
illustrations with no additional illustrations. Some scattered volumes from and have the maroon Dana Girls
endpapers, which were likely used because the Dana Girls series had gone out of print. The books are slightly
under 1 inch thick. Books printed as late as may have poor quality paper, and by , the books all once again
have good quality paper. At the time that 27 is issued, the dust jackets for and 11 are issued in the wraparound
style for the first time. Dust jacket design for Dust jacket design for wraparound , 11, and Above, book style
for to Below, endpapers style for to Nancy Drew books printed from to have blue tweed covers and blue
silhouette endpapers. The very first printing of 30 from is also in this format with the blue silhouette
endpapers. Dust jacket style for , 11, and Dust jacket style for 10 and Above, book style for to Below,
endpapers style for to Nancy Drew books printed from to have blue tweed covers and digger endpapers. Dust
jacket style for , 11, and Dust jacket style for 10 and Above, dust jacket style for the Cameo edition At the
right, book style and endpapers style for the Cameo edition Nancy Drew 1, 2, and were issued in the Cameo
book club edition in and The books have dust jackets. The books from the second set are slightly harder to
find than the books from the first set. Each book features endpapers with a cameo on a ribbon. Some copies of
27 have a purple ribbon, and others have a turquoise ribbon. The rest of the books have no variance in the
ribbon color of the endpapers. In , 4 is issued with a second wraparound dust jacket. Additionally, 12 is finally
issued with the wraparound dust jacket, so , , and have the wraparound dust jackets with the cameo spine
symbol. Dust jacket style for , , and Dust jacket style for 10 and Nancy Drew printed from to are yellow spine
books with the picture printed directly on the boards. These books do not have dust jackets. The back cover
features Nancy Drew looking out from behind a tree in the upper right corner. The endpapers are either the
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blue multiple pictures or the earlier type of black and white multiple pictures. The books containing the
original 25 chapter text each have a plain paper frontispiece illustration and no additional illustrations. The
books containing the 20 chapter text each have six plain paper illustrations. The books have dark ink on the
top edge. At the left, the blue multiple picture endpapers, and at the right, the earlier type of black and white
multiple picture endpapers. These books are yellow spine books like the to yellow spine books. For these
books, the volume number is missing from the spine, and the back cover is completely blank. Each book is
identified as a book club edition on the title page. The books do not have ink on the top edge. The back cover
features Nancy Drew looking through a magnifying glass in the upper right corner. Some books have the
Nancy Drew Cookbook ad on the back cover, and these books were printed during the s. The endpapers are
usually the later type of black and white multiple pictures, but some scattered volumes still have the blue
multiple picture endpapers. At the left, the blue multiple picture endpapers, and at the right, the later type of
black and white multiple picture endpapers. These books have dust jackets. The books are solid yellow with
the title on the spine. Each book is identified as a book club edition on the front flap of the dust jacket. The
books have unprinted endpapers. Each book contains two stories. Most books in the set were issued in
consecutive order, except for 17 and 24 which were issued in the same book. The Twin Thriller books were
issued in a tall version and a short version. The short books have paper that has yellowed. The tall books are
harder to find and are more sturdy than the short books. The endpapers are the double oval endpapers. All of
the books have six plain paper illustrations. At the left, the double oval endpapers.
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2: Harbaugh Karen (Author of Dark Enchantment)
Editions for Dark Enchantment: (Paperback published in ), (Mass Market Paperback published in ), (),

Contact Author Stephen King is a very recognizable name in the genre of horror fiction. Though, not all of his
books fall into this category. His writing is very popular, and his books are in high demand. First editions are
sought after by collectors, and avid fans. Some are more valuable than others, and some are very hard to find!
But, how do you tell if that book you have is a first edition? In the more recent published books of his, it is a
little easier, but for his older works, it can be a bit difficult. I will make it all easier for you! I will go book by
book and give you all the information you need to identify Stephen King first editions. This will be updated as
new books are released. If you find you have a first edition, and are curious about the value, there are
numerous places you can go to find out the value. Most bookstores that deal in rare books, collectible books,
and that sort of thing, should be able to appraise the book for you. If you choose to sell it, they may also be
willing to either buy it from you, or sell it on consignment. Terms Defined There are a lot of terms in here that
some of you may not be familiar with. I will include pictures for reference, as well as a description. This guide
is for trade editions only. Obviously, limited editions are far more valuable, and I may cover these in the
future. Trim size is basically the dimensions of the book itself. This information is provided because often,
Book Club editions of books tend to be smaller than the original. If you have a book that seems smaller than
others, it very well may be a book club edition. The dust jacket is the paper that is wrapped around the book. It
is there to protect the book, and if missing, the value of the book is severely diminished. The dust jacket price
can be found in the upper right hand corner of the front flap of the dust jacket. The code if there is one is found
on the bottom of the front flap. Binding information is important because not all editions of a book are bound
in the same way. A full bound book will be all cloth, without paper boards. Quarter bound indicates a book
that has cloth closest to the spine, and then boards. The colors are important, because, again, not all editions
are bound with the same colors. Paste-downs are simply the pieces of paper that are pasted down to the inside
of the book. The front and rear end papers are those pieces of thicker paper that are at the very beginning and
very end of the book. Copyright page information is pretty straight forward. Most follow a numerical code to
determine a first edition. If a code is present, all will start with a 1 or 10, except Black House which has the
code "2 4 6 8 9 7 5 3". Most codes look like this: Cloth is in black and boards are green. I will go
book-by-book, and give you all the information you need. Terms are defined on the right of the text. Published
in May by Doubleday. First edition run of 30, copies. Trim size is 5. The book is full bound in maroon cloth.
Paste-downs and front and rear paper color in black. First edition run of 20, copies. The book is quarter bound
in black cloth with red boards. Paste-downs and front and rear end paper in white. There are three dust jacket
states to look for. First edition run of 25, copies. The book is quarter bound in black cloth with tan boards.
Published under name Richard Bachman in Sept. First edition run of 75, paperback copies. Trim size is 4. It
was published as a paperback, so no dust jacket or binding information. Published in by Doubleday. First
edition run of approx. First edition run of 70, copies. The book is quarter bound in black cloth with gold
boards. Published under the name Richard Bachman in July by Signet. Published in by Viking. First edition
run of 50, copies. Trim size is 6. The book is quarter bound in black cloth with black boards. Published in by
Viking Phantasia Press. First edition run of , copies. The book is quarter bound in orange cloth with black
boards. A limited edition was also published around this time by Phantasia Press. Published in by Viking
Mysterious Press. Non-fiction published in by Everest House. First edition run of 60, copies. The book is
quarter bound in maroon cloth with red boards. Published under the name Richard Bachman in by Signet.
Code "1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9" printed on copyright page. Published under the name Richard Bachman in May by
Signet. Published in by Donald M. First edition run of 10, copies. Paste-downs and front and rear end papers
with colored pictorials. Some copies of this edition were misbound, increasing value. The book is quarter
bound in dark blue cloth with blue boards. Paste-downs and front and rear end papers in white. Also look for
Viking address Madison Avenue on both copyright page and dust jacket. The book is full bound in black
cloth. Paste-downs and front and rear end papers in red. Two dust jacket states include; 1 Caretakers listed as 2
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Caretakers listed as Published in by Land of Enchantment. Trim size is 8. No dust jacket price. The book is
full bound in brown leather. Paste-downs and front and rear end paper pictorials. No special copyright notes.
Later reprinted in trade paperback by Signet and combined with script for Silver Bullet. Co-written with Peter
Straub and published in by Viking. The book is quarter bound in red cloth with black boards. Published under
the name Richard Bachman in Nov.
3: The Collector - info on rare Stephen King books
Harbaugh Karen is the author of Dark Enchantment ( avg rating, 77 ratings, 7 reviews, published ) Dark Enchantment
(Book Club Edition Hardcover) by.

4: Stephen King First Editions: How to Recognize One | HobbyLark
Kindle Edition. $ $ 6 Get it TODAY, Agent of Enchantment (Dark Fae FBI Book 1) Apr 9, The Enchantment (The Book
Club Series 2) Jul 13,

5: Enchanted Pilgrimage by Simak, Clifford D
Dark Enchantment by Karen Harbaugh starting at $ Dark Enchantment has 2 available editions to buy at Alibris As one
of the premier rare book sites on the.

6: Editions of Dark Enchantment by Karen Harbaugh
Lady Midnight (Cassandra Clare) at www.enganchecubano.com The Shadowhunters of Los Angeles star in the first
novel in Cassandra Clare's newest series, The Dark Artifices, a sequel to the internationally bestselling Mortal
Instruments series.

7: - The Re-Enchantment of Everyday Life by Thomas Moore
Leigh Stein is the author of the novel The Fallback Plan, which made the "highbrow brilliant" quadrant of New York's
"Approval Matrix," as well as a collection of poetry, Dispatch from the Future, selected for Publishers Weekly's Best
Summer Books of list, in addition to the Rumpus Poetry Book Club.

8: Nancy Drew - A Guide to the Grosset and Dunlap Editions
I know you have said that may mean it is a book club edition but the Book Cover Price is there and correct and the book
is not significantly smaller. It measures x x Both books have the 1 3 5 7 9 10 8 6 4 2 number lines.
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